
Getting Started

How do I play?
Choose the [ TAP ‘N PLAY ] button from the Main eBingo screen.

1. Choose [BATHTIME BUCKS] from the game selection screen.

2. Select the amount you would like to wager.

3. TAP the [BUY] button to PLAY

 and the game will begin.

Bathtime Bucks is a new and entertaining way to play  
break open tickets featuring Bonus Spins and a 
Progressive jackpot. 

To play TAP ‘N PLAY games on an eBingo device, first purchase
your electronic credits from the sales counter.
To play TAP ‘N PLAY games on an eBingo device, first purchase
your electronic credits from the sales counter.

Fun games are a TAP away!



1 in 4Up to $10 1 in 4 1 in 4.5 1 in 5

1 in 39

Non-Progressive Wagers

Approximate Odds of Winning Progressive Top Prize: 1 in 125,000

Approximate Odds of Winning a Top Prize: 1 in 50,000

Progressive 
Wager*

1 in 562$10.01 - $50 1 in 84 1 in 49

1 in 10,000

$250 $500 $1,000 $2,000

91% 91% 91% 92%

1 in 8,333 1 in 885 1 in 106

$2,500

Over $50

Approximate Odds of Winning Approximate Odds 
of Winning

Progressive Top Prize
Start Amount

Approximate
Prize Payout

Prize
Range

Approximate
Top Prize

Wager $0.25 $0.50 $1.00 $2.00

*You must wager the maximum amount to qualify for the Progressive Top Prize. A portion of all 
purchases contributes to the Progressive prize. If the progressive is won, no other prizes will be 
paid out. The Progressive Top Prize cannot be won during Bonus Spins. The Progressive Top 
Prize displayed is estimated. It is possible that the Progressive Top Prize award displayed may 
have been awarded already. The Progressive Top Prize increases with every wager until it is 
won, after which it will reset.

Game subject to change and may vary by site. Must be 18 years of age or older to play. 
Government issued identification may be required. Odds may be subject to change. 
Malfunction voids all pays and plays. If you request a refund or exchange of a product, please 
see a Customer Service Representative for assistance. Any remaining electronic credits can be 
redeemed at the end of the session or within 24 hours.

Prize Chart

olg.caPlaySmart.ca

Video display is for amusement only and does not determine winners.
Winning tickets are based on the underlying break open ticket. 


